
 
 

On behalf of the A.B.A.M. Executive, and at the urging of related merchants and land owners, 

the A.B.A.M. has put forth the following ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY. 
 

This policy is composed of three sections: 
 

1) INDOOR TARGET ARCHERY 

 (a) At the request of the majority of archers and spectators attending the 

  competitions, the A.B.A.M. has accepted a NO SMOKING policy during  

  all competitions. 
 

 (b) NO LITTERING POLICY:  Remember that these facilities are being rented 

to the A.B.A.M. and this allows the A.B.A.M. to hold such competitions.  

Please place all garbage (coffee cups, drink cans, sandwich wrappers, 

targets, etc.) in the garbage receptacles placed throughout the facilities. 
 

  (c) In the event that meals or drinks are spilled, alert shoot co-ordinators so  

   they can remove the spill immediately. 
 

  (d) Finally, be respectful of these facilities.  They are accessed by the  

  general public as well as fellow archers.  Please leave the facility in the 

  clean state you found it in. 

 

2) OUTDOOR TARGET ARCHERY 

  a) NO LITTERING POLICY:  Garbage bags will be available at each shoot. 

Please place all garbage (drink cans, bottles and lunch material) in the 

bags.  Do not leave it where it can blow away. 
 

  b) Please place all used targets in the A.B.A.M. storage shed.  DO NOT 

LEAVE THEM ON THE TARGET BUTTS.  (This is applicable during 

competitions as well as practice.)  If the shed is locked, take the target 

with you. 
 

  c) The A.B.A.M. Sanford range is to be used as a practice and competition 

range, not as a personal gathering place. 
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3) OUTDOOR 3-D ARCHERY 

  a) NO LITTERING POLICY:  Due to the nature of the 3-D events where many 

of the competitors camp overnight, there is a considerable amount of 

refuse left behind after the shoot.  Garbage receptacles, as well as bags 

will be present at every site.  Please use them.  While on course, do not 

leave your garbage at the target sites; either carry it with you to your camp 

site or the next garbage receptacle. 

 

  b) Remember most of the shoots are on privately owned lands.  If we want to 

use them again in the future, the onus is on us, the archers, to leave the 

land in the pristine condition we found it in. 

 

The A.B.A.M. thanks all of you for assisting in the implementation of this policy.  It only takes a 

moment to clean up behind yourselves and yet leaves a favorable lasting expression on land 

owners and merchants alike. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Layna Allan 

V.P. Target 

 

 


